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Abs tract
We present a novel approach for synonym ous term preference detection that relies on
chronological text analysis. Our approach analyses the use of synonym ous term entries in a
chronological reference corpus. As a result of preference evaluation, a ranking of preference
between all the synonymous term entries belonging to the sam e concept is established.
Ke yw o rd s : autom atic term inology curation; synonym ous terms; term preference;
chronological corpus.

1. In tro d u ctio n
This article discusses the problem of autom atically determ ining preferred term s in
term inological databases. The notion of a preferred term becom es im portant for
autom atic dom ain text processing. We have experim ented with biom edical
term inology; however the approach presented in this paper can be extended to other
dom ains and term inologies.
Term inological entries in databases like Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)
contain m anually assigned tags denoting which synonym am ong all listed synonym s
is the preferred one.
To illustrate the im pact of the UMLS, consider the largest database of biom edical
dom ain literature PubMed. PubMed publishes m ore than 50 0 ,0 0 0 docum ents each
year and its publications are indexed with UMLS term s.
The UMLS (Bodenreider, 20 0 4) is a hum an-expert curated term in ological resource
that has the following m icro-structure:
ConceptID
Synonym 1
Synonym 2... PreferredTerm
Synonym n
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The conceptID is a conceptual identifier for all subsum ed term s. The conceptual
identifier is sim ilar to a synset identifier in WordNet. J ust like a synset contain s
synonym ous interchangeable expressions, so a concept in the UMLS also has
synonym ous term s. The preferred term tag is reviewed periodically and assigned
m anually by dom ain experts who curate term inological entries.
Dom ain term inology is extrem ely responsive to changes and new developm ents
inside the respective dom ain, which m otivates the developm ent of autom atic
approaches for term in ology m aintenance. We view term preference in dom ain texts
as a usage-based, and thus dynam ic, phenom enon. An autom atic preferen ce
detection is im portant if we want to take into account how term s are actually used in
dom ain literature.

2 . D ata an d to o ls
We used a subset of the UMLS term inology covering the topic of diseases. This subset
contains over 90 ,0 0 0 concepts. The total num ber of term s is over 50 0 ,0 0 0 . As a
chronological referen ce corpus to study the usage of dom ain term s, we used all
publications of the PubMed 1 J anuary 20 12 release. The 20 12 PubMed dataset release
contains over 22 m illion docum ents consisting of titles and som e abstracts between
18 8 1 and 20 12.
In order to consistently detect occurrence of term inology in the PubMed20 12 corpus
we have used a specialized tool MetaMap 2 , developed by the National Library of
Medicine, which identifies biom edical concepts from unstructured texts and m aps
them into concepts from the UMLS (Pratt and Yetisgen-Yildiz, 20 0 3).

3 . Po s s ible ap pro ach e s
A term inological concept in UMLS contains m ultiple synonym s expressing the sam e
concept an d one of those synonym s is m arked as a preferred term . For instance, the
C0 0 0 8 0 49 concept in UMLS has 16 synonym s, of which one is m arked as preferred:
‘varicella infection’.
This paper proposes a corpus-based approach for autom atically detecting preference
am ong synonym ous term s in term inologies such as UMLS. We see term preference as
a usage related, dynam ic phenom enon. The sim plest way of autom atically m easuring
term preference is counting the num ber of occurrences in a reference corpus:

1

http:/ / www.ncbi.nlm .nih.gov/ pubm ed

2

http:/ / m etam ap.nlm .nih.gov
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chickenpox varicella 11
varicella infection

346

varicella

3820

chicken pox

1767

Figure 1: Chronological occurrences of synonym s of the concept 'C0 0 16627'.

However, in case of recently em erged and topical term s, like 'h5n1' in the concept
C0 0 16627 (see Table 1), we find that their frequency is overwhelm ing and that this
criteria for determ inin g term preference m ight be inadequate. Thus, chronological
inform ation such as a tim e interval between the first and last occurrences of a term
(see colum n 3, Table 1) or the total num ber of years for which a term is used in a
reference corpus (see colum n 4, Table 1) m ight also constitute inform ative criteria of
a term usage.
Taking into account tim e dim ension alone is also insufficient, particularly if term
occurrence is sparse. Besides, analyzing frequency and tim e data separately creates a
biased view of term preference. Consider, for instance, synon ym s of the concept
C0 0 16627 (Table 1, Figure 1): 'h5n1' is the m ost frequent; 'fow l plague' is the m ost
chronologically prom inent.
Synonym ous
term s

# occurrences year interval

# years

2 72 2

26

20

bird flu virus

20

9

7

avian flu

219

9

8

bird flu

20 6

13

13

avian in flu e n za

1737

43

40

fowl plague

65

64

42

influenza in birds

15

31

11

h5n1

Table 1: Analysis of synonym s of the concept C0 016627.
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In this paper we argue that in order to determ ine the preferen ce of a term am ong its
synonym s, tim e and frequency criteria should be used in com bin ation. The sim plest
m odel that considers both dim ensions is a lin ear regression.

4 . Me th o d
We m odel the series of data of the occurrence of a term over tim e as a sim ple linear
regression, where α and β are unknown param eters, and ɛ corresponds to noise:

(1)
The fitted line is equal to the correlation between term occurrence (y i) and tim e (x i)
corrected by the ratio of standard deviations of these variables. The unknown
param eter β corresponds to the steepness of the slope. We use an ordinary least
squares m ethod for estim ating unknown param eters α and β.

(2)

(3)

Chronological data sparseness is a m ajor obstacle if we want to com pare all synonym s
and estim ate their param eters for linear regression. From Figure 1 we see that som e
term s occur rather consistently throughout the years, e.g. ‘fowl plague’, while other
occur very rarely, e.g. ‘influenza in birds’. In order to obtain the sam e num ber of data
points we included all years when at least one of the synonym s has occurred; also, in
cases when a synonym has not occurred though other synonym s from the group have
occurred during that year, we set the basic value for a non-occurring synonym to 0 .13 .
We use relative frequency of occurrences norm alized by the total num ber of
occurrences within the set of synonym s occurring during a specific year.
The final ranking of term preferences is based on param eter β m ultiplied by two
constants: 1) the total num ber of years that a synonym has occurred divided by the
m axim um num ber of years available from the set of synonym s; and 2) the total
num ber of occurrences of a synonym divided by the total num ber of occurrences

3

Arbitrarily chosen in order to differentiate between situations: a) 0 , none of the synonyms
of a concept have occurred that year; and b) 0 .1, a synonym has not occurred, but other
synonym s from the concept have.
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within the synset.
The estim ated param eter β from the linear regression model based on term
occurrence and tim e enables a ranking of different synonym s of the sam e concept.
For instance, the term preference ranking over tim e for the concept C0 0 16627 in the
PubMed corpus is:
avian influenza
h5n1
fowl plague
bird flu
avian flu
avian flu virus
influenza in birds

0 .0 0 478
0 .0 0 345
0 .0 0 20 4
0 .0 0 0 79
0 .0 0 0 24
0 .0 0 0 19
0 .0 0 0 18

This approach can be used for several interpretations of term evolution. The first
interpretation of the β parameter is that a negative value shows a tendency toward
term extinction. However, such an interpretation is only possible in the context of
other synonym s of the term . This is the case because we analyze a dom ain specific
corpus and we want to m ake sure not to include situations such as a tem porary
disappearance of a term or phenom enon inside the dom ain literature (e.g. no
publications representing a specific disease have been registered during a certain
period of tim e). Only when other synonym s of the sam e term continue to occur can
we talk about extinction of that specific term . The situation of one term showing a
tendency to disappear (negative β value) when its synonyms continue to be used
(positive β value) is called term replacem ent (Grigonyte et al., 20 12A, 20 12B).
Second, the positive value of the β parameter shows an increase in term occurrences
over tim e. The larger param eter m eans that the term is used proportionally m ore
than its synonym s and its use is therefore increasing with tim e.

5. Re s u lts
We analyzed the term inology of diseases in the UMLS 20 12 release. All
term inological entries com e under the sem antic group of disorders. 4 The set of
disease term inology concepts that contain at least two synonym ous term s com prises
17,410 concept entries. Each concept entry in the UMLS database has several
synonym ous term s. One or m ore of them is m arked as the ‘preferred term ’.
For evaluation purposes we chose the annotation of MeSH which has only one
‘preferred term ’ for each concept. 5The test set was therefore left with 2,966 concepts
4

Sem antic tags of disorders: T0 20 , T190 , T0 49, T0 19, T0 47, T0 50 , T0 33, T0 37, T0 48, T191,
T0 46, T184. For more inform ation see: http:/ / sem anticnetwork.nlm .nih.gov/ Sem Groups/

5

We chose UMLS term entries that m atch the MeSH Descriptor record.
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that have synonym ous term s and one ‘preferred term ’ tag.
The evaluation was perform ed by com paring the highest ranking synonym against
the m anually assigned ‘preferred term ’ tag in the UMLS. We used two m ethods: a)
the highest ranked synonym ous term m odelled by our approach linreg; and b) the
m ost frequently occurring synonym m axocc (see Table 2).
# of concepts that have
synonym synsets

17410

# of synsets with MESH
‘preferred term’ tag

2966

# of cases of ‘preferred
term ’ m atch by lin re g

180 5

60 .86%

# of cases when a different
‘preferred term ’ is suggested
by lin re g

1161

39.24%

# of cases of ‘preferred term ’
m atch by m axo cc

1852

62.55%

# of cases when a different
‘preferred term ’ is suggested
by m axo cc

1114

37.45%

Table 2: Results of term preference evaluation.

Both approaches yielded very sim ilar results. The agreem ent between linreg an d
m axocc is 8 8%. Around 60 % of the preferred UMLS term s m atch with the m ost
preferred term s used in dom ain corpora. However, for a substantial num ber of term
entries both m ethods would also suggest other preferred term s. For instance, the
concept C0 0 0 80 29 has four synonym s, of which ‘fibrous displasia of jaw ’ is the
m anually assigned preferred term . The highest ranking synonym according to linreg
and to m axocc m ethods is ‘cherubism ’.

Figure 2: Synonym preference by linreg m ethod.
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Exam ples of different suggestions between linreg and m axocc are:
seasonal allergic rhinitis

hay fever

rheum atic disease

rheum atism

The large proportion of preferred term s not m atching the m anually assigned
‘preferred term s’ can be explained by at least two contributing factors. First, we
perform ed the ‘hard m atch’ between the highest ranking term and the UMLS term ,
which in cluded only exact m atching strings, no orthographical deviations were
allowed. Second, we only com pared one preferred term from the UMLS entry instead
of analyzing all preferred term s against the top preferred term suggested by the
linreg m ethod.

6 . Co n clu s io n s
We present an approach for term preference detection that relies on term usage in the
chronological referen ce corpus.
The linreg m ethod was tested against m anually assigned preferred term s. For the
task of synonym preference detection the linreg m ethod showed sim ilar results to the
m axocc m ethod which can be partially explained by linreg m odelin g the tendency of
a synonym as having increasing usage in the future. However a term preferred by the
linreg m ethod also indicates that it m ight not necessarily reflect the m ost frequently
used term .
Lexicographers and term inologists could use the preference rankin g of term s for a
validation of the contents of existing term bases. As an outlook for em ploying the
linreg m ethod, a term inology expert should look at cases where the predictions and
the actual preferred term are different. The m ethod described in this paper can be
used as a diagnostic tool in term inography, i.e. in creases, decreases and tem porary
absence of term occurrences can assist an interpretation of dom ain term inology
change.
The proposed approach could be im plem ented in different dom ains, provided that
dom ain term inologies and large reference corpora spread over m any years are
available, e.g. legislative and political dom ains.
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